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Fixed income has been at the heart of European investor portfolios for many years with

average allocations in 2016 standing at 51%. Even in an environment of low or negative

yielding domestic government bonds, overall allocations have remained high. Now Eurozone

government bond investors are overwhelmingly focused on the risks relating to the end of

quantitative easing and the potential for a rise in interest rates at some point in

2018. 

 

Markets have already had a sharp correction from the unparalleled instances of 10-year

Bund yields hitting a low of -0.2% in early July 2016. Since its peak in early August

2016, the Bloomberg Barclays Euro Aggregate Treasury Index has fallen by over 4.1%. This

contrasts with overall annualised returns of over 4.8% that investors have enjoyed from

1998 to the end of 2016.

 

Chart 1: Euro government bonds at close to all-time highsChart 1: Euro government bonds at close to all-time highs

  

 Source: Bloomberg, WisdomTree

  

Hedging fixed income portfolios amidst a turbulent environmentHedging fixed income portfolios amidst a turbulent environment

  

The challenge now is how to hedge broad Eurozone fixed income portfolios against the

possibilities of a more turbulent market environment. One of the main constraints for

investors is often an inability to hedge using instruments such as futures, swaps or

options. These can be complex to manage with respect to margin, total risk and exposure
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management. In this context, ETPs may be used to provide an operationally efficient and

cost-effective hedge. As ETPs are listed and traded on exchange, investors may benefit

from multiple liquidity providers, full transparency of pricing, TER and swap costs.

Investors still need to be conversant with the technical aspects of short and leveraged

ETPs such as daily rebalancing, compounding and the over-collateralised swap structure.

 

To illustrate the benefits of hedging using ETPs we have considered the period covered

from when Bund yields moved into negative territory and then normalised, and is relevant

to an environment where rising rates are likely to feature.

  

Using ETPs in practiceUsing ETPs in practice

  

At a portfolio level, using a 3x Short ETP means that an investor only needs to commit

25% of the total portfolio value into the ETP to create a fully hedged position. This is

due to the capital efficiency inherent in the -3x leveraged ETP, comparing favourably

with other short ETPs that offer either -1x or -2x exposure. When initiated, the

portfolio is 100% hedged and by its very nature this hedge ratio is likely to evolve

based on the performance of both the portfolio and the hedging instrument. To maintain

an efficient hedge that can provide an appropriate level of portfolio protection it is

usual to maintain the hedge ratio within certain conservative boundaries. In our

example, we have chosen +/- 5% as the threshold away from being 100% hedged as it may be

beneficial to rebalance the hedge ratio back in line to 100%. 

 

Chart 2: The performance of the hedged and unhedged portfolio Chart 2: The performance of the hedged and unhedged portfolio 

  

Click to enlarge 

Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg

 

In the context of a fixed income portfolio, with volatility as low as 4.3%, it is also

possible that there may be relatively little need to rebalance. In our example, there

are two rebalances over the four-month hedging period and the resulting hedged portfolio

has annualised volatility of 1.3% and overall returns -0.5% compared to an unhedged

portfolio that would have returned -3.3%. In terms of other risk measures, an unhedged

portfolio over the same period would have experienced a maximum drawdown of 4.5% whilst

the hedged portfolio was constrained to 1.2%.

 

Chart 3: The impact of rebalancing Chart 3: The impact of rebalancing 
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Click to enlarge 

Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg

  

The costs associated with hedgingThe costs associated with hedging

  

Apart from the fact that the hedge performed efficiently, it is also important to note

the overall transaction costs for putting on, rebalancing and unwinding the hedge. As

the Bund Rolling Future Index consists of front-month Euro-Bund futures, the spreads and

transaction costs reflect those of the underlying. Based on historic data the total

transaction costs for the hedge are estimated at less than 5bps.

 

SummarySummary

  

Short fixed income ETPs may represent an operationally and capital efficient means of

protecting broad fixed income portfolios from upcoming macro and interest rate risks.

Compared to other short ETPs with lower leverage, -3x or -5x can significantly lower

total portfolio volatility. After a prolonged multi-year bull market in fixed income and

with considerable risks ahead with the unwinding of quantitative easing by the ECB and

the possibility of a gradual albeit modest rise in interest rates in 2018, investors may

wish to contemplate hedging their fixed income exposures.

 

You may also be interested in reading…You may also be interested in reading…

European macro outlook: France reform agenda aids bullish Eurozone growth, Italian

elections undermine Euro

Europe’s “back to normal” leaves safe havens at risk: Should you hedge German

Bunds? 

When using Short Exchange Traded Products (ETPs), consider volatility and its

drivers 

View the online version of this article here.
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https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=1C40349878CB41A895A269230A5B0EC4&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=1849441D1A004A92A7C64B03ECC68D61&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=8730B61D65134E13B30011C64C82D6FE&_z=z
https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-gb/blog/2017-08-04/how-to-use-etps-to-hedge-fixed-income-portfolios
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Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised

and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for

your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor ayour general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should notsolicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should not

be used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or downbe used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or down

in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performancein value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest shouldis not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterbe based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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